
There are a variety of techniques you can use to create 3D polygonal 

models in Maya: 

 Primitives are three-dimensional geometric shapes you can create in 

Maya. The primitive shapes available include spheres, cubes, cylinders, 

cones, planes, and many others. You can modify the attributes of basic 

primitives to make them more or less complex. You can also split, 

extrude, merge, or delete the various components on the primitive’s 

polygon mesh in order to modify the primitive’s shape. Many 3D 

modelers begin with polygon primitives as a basic starting point for their 

models. This technique is referred to as primitive-up modeling. 

 Individual polygons can be created using the Create Polygon Tool. This 

tool lets you place individual vertices in the scene view to define the 

shape of an individual polygon face. You can then split or extrude the 

polygon face to create additional polygon faces that are attached to the 

first one and build your polygon mesh in that fashion. This Create 

Polygon Tool technique can be useful when you need to closely match a 

particular shape or outline. For example, if you needed to model a 

particular 3D logotype for an animated logo sequence or trace the 

outline of a 2D image using a bitmap image imported onto an image 

plane as a reference. 

 Polygons can also be created by converting an existing NURBS or 

subdivision surface models using the Convert features found under 

the Modify menu. 

Sphere 

Radius 

Specifies the distance from the center of the sphere in all directions. 

(For interactive creation, appears as a single-click setting only.) 

Cube 

NOTE:(For interactive creation, these appear as a single-click setting only.) 

Width 

Specifies the width of the cube. 

Height 

Specifies the height of the cube. 
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Depth 

Specifies the depth of the cube. 

Cylinder 

Radius 

Specifies the distance from the center of the cylinder. (For interactive 

creation, appears as a single-click setting only.) 

Height 

Specifies the height of the cylinder. (For interactive creation, appears 

as a single-click setting only.) 

Cone 

Radius 

Specifies the distance from the base of the cone in all directions. (For 

interactive creation, appears as a single-click setting only.) 

Height 

Specifies the height of the cone. (For interactive creation, appears as 

a single-click setting only.) 

Plane 

Width 

Specifies the distance along the x axis (by default). (For interactive 

creation, appears as a single-click setting only.) 

Height 

Specifies the measurement along the y axis (by default). (For 

interactive creation, appears as a single-click setting only.) 

Torus 

Radius 

Specifies the distance from the center of the torus in all directions. 

(For interactive creation, appears as a single-click setting only.) 

Section Radius 

Specifies the size of the sections that make up a torus. Change this 

value to increase or decrease the radius of these sections. 
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Twist 

The Twist option value specifies the twist angle of the torus. Change 

this value to adjust the distance around the torus in all directions. 

Prism 

A prism is a polyhedron with two polygonal faces lying in parallel planes 

and with the other faces parallelograms. 

 

When creating a prism, you can set the following options: 

Length 

Enter values or use the slider to specify the length of the prism (the 

distance between the two polygonal faces). (For interactive creation, 

appears as a single-click setting only.) 

Side Length 

Enter values or use the slider to specify the side length of the prism’s 

polygonal caps. (For interactive creation, appears as a single-click 

setting only.) 

Number of Sides 

Enter the number of sides for the ends of the prism. The above 

example is a triangular prism (3 sides). The size and volume of the 
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prism increases with the number of sides if the edge length and 

length/height are kept constant. 

Pyramid 

A pyramid is a polyhedron with a polygon base and triangles with a 

common vertex for faces. Maya creates 3-, 4-, or 5-sided pyramids with 

equilateral triangles. 

 

When creating a pyramid, you can set the following options: 

Side Length 

Enter values or use the slider to specify the side length of all faces. 

(For interactive creation, appears as a single-click setting only.) 

Number of Sides in Base 

Select the number of sides for the base of the pyramid (3, 4, or 5). 

Pipe 
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The options are very similar to the options for the cylinder polygonal shape, 

with the addition of Thickness (which specifies the thickness of the wall). 

Radius 

Specifies the distance from the center of the pipe in all directions. 

(For interactive creation, appears as a single-click setting only.) 

Height 

Specifies the height of the pipe. (For interactive creation, appears as 

a single-click setting only.) 

Thickness 

Specifies the thickness of the pipe walls. 

Helix 

A helix is a curve in three dimensional space that lies on a cylinder, so that 

its angle to a plane perpendicular to the axis is constant. 

 

Coils 

Specifies the number of coils. 

Height 

Specifies the height of the helix. (For interactive creation, appears as 

a single-click setting only.) 

Width 

Specifies the width of the helix. (For interactive creation, appears as 

a single-click setting only.) 

Radius 
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Specifies the radius of the helix coils. (For interactive creation, 

appears as a single-click setting only.) 

Direction 

Specifies the direction of the helix’s twist: clockwise or 

counterclockwise. 

Soccer Ball 

The soccer ball is a truncated icosahedron: thirty-two faces, alternating 

hexagons and pentagons. 

 

For this shape, you can set the following options: 

Radius 

Enter values or use the slider to specify the radius of the soccer ball. 

(For interactive creation, appears as a single-click setting only.) 

Side Length 

Enter values or use the slider to specify the side length of the soccer 

ball. (For interactive creation, appears as a single-click setting only.) 

Platonic Solids 

You can create many different types of polygonal platonic solids. Platonic 

solids are shapes where all sides are equal, all angles are the same, and 

all faces are identical. These are: 

 Tetrahedron: four triangular faces 

 Octahedron: eight triangular faces 

 Dodecahedron: twelve pentagonal faces 

 Icosahedron: twenty triangular faces 

(The cube—the fifth platonic solid—has a separate listing in the primitives.) 

You can switch between these types by selecting Solid Type in the Attribute 

Editor or in the option box for Platonic Solids. 
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For these four shapes, you can set the following options: 

Radius 

Enter values or use the slider to specify the radius of the platonic 

solid. (For interactive creation, appears as a single-click setting only.) 

Side Length 

Enter values or use the slider to specify the side length of the platonic 

solid. (For interactive creation, appears as a single-click setting only.) 

Platonic type 

You can switch between platonic solid types in the options for these 

shapes. 

Interactive Creation 

You can position and scale primitives as you create them using your 

mouse, without having to use transformation tools. This option stays on 

until you turn it off.  

Divisions 

The values you enter in these boxes change the primitive by adding or 

taking away faces of the polygonal surfaces. 

Almost all primitives allow you to subdivide along the height axis. The 

exception is the helix, which subdivides per coil instead. 

Primitives with radial symmetry allow you to subdivide around the axis. 

These include spheres, cylinders, cones, tori, pipes, and helixes. 

Primitives with caps allow you to subdivide the caps. These include 

cylinder, cones, pipes and helixes. 
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The plane allows subdivisions along the width axis, and the cube allows 

subdivisions along both the width and depth. 

Axis divisions 

This option defines the number of subdivisions there are around the 

axis. This option is called Subdivisions Axis in the Channel Box and 

the Attribute Editor. 

 

Increase or decrease this value to add or take away faces around the 

axis defined by the Axis option. 

 

Height divisions 

This option defines the number of subdivisions there are along the 

axis defined by the Axis option. Height is equivalent to the Y direction 

by default. This option is calledSubdivisions Height in the Channel 

Box and the Attribute Editor. Increase or decrease this value to add or 

take away faces in the Axis direction. 
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Depth / Width, Depth divisions 

When Axis is set to X or Y, depth is equivalent to the Z direction for 

polygonal cubes. When Axis is set to Z, depth is equivalent to the Y 

direction. This option is called Subdivisions Depth in the Channel 

Box and the Attribute Editor. Increase or decrease this value to add or 

take away faces along the depth. 

Cap divisions 

Caps are the tops, bottoms, or sides of cones, cylinders, prisms, 

pyramids, pipes, and helixes. This option defines the number of 

subdivisions around the origin of the primitive caps. This option is 

called Subdivisions Cap in the Channel Box and the Attribute Editor. 

Increase or decrease this value to add or take away faces around the 

caps. 

 

Round Cap 

This option allows you to create a round surface for the cap. Your 

Subdivisions Cap value must be one or greater to see the round cap 

effect. This option applies to the Cylinder,Cone, Pipe, 

and Helix primitives. 
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Axis 

This option does not appear in Interactive Creation. 

Polygon normals 

A normal is a theoretical line, perpendicular to the surface of a polygon. In Maya, normals 

are used to determine the orientation of a polygon face (face normals), or how the edges of 

faces will visually appear in relation to each other when shaded (vertex normals). 

 

Face normals 

The front of a polygon’s face is graphically represented using a vector called the polygon’s 

normal. 

 

The order of vertices around the face determine the direction of the face (whether a side of 

the polygon is the front or the back). For example, if you place vertices in a clockwise 

direction, the face normal points downward. If you place vertices in a counter-clockwise 

direction, the face normal points upward. See Create a polygon mesh. 

This can be important because technically polygons are only visible from the front, though by 

default Maya automatically makes all polygons double-sided so you can see them from the 

back. You can turn this double-sided behavior off for meshes. 

When you shade or render polygons, the normals determine how light reflects from the 

surface and the shading that results. 

Vertex normals 

Vertex normals determine the visual smoothing between polygon faces. Unlike face normals, 

they are not intrinsic to the polygon, but rather reflect how Maya renders the polygons in 

smooth shaded mode. 
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Vertex normals appear as lines projecting from the vertex, one for each face that shares the 

vertex. 

 When the vertex normals at a particular point on the mesh all point in the same direction 

(called soft or shared vertex normals), there is a soft edge transition between the faces in 

smooth shaded mode. 

 

 When the vertex normals point in the same directions as their faces (called hard vertex 

normals), the transition between faces is hard, creating a faceted appearance. 

 

Advanced users may want to manually manipulate vertex normals to create the appearance 

of hard edges (creases) and shadows without using additional geometry. You can manually 

manipulate the vertex normals using the Vertex Normal Edit Tool (Mesh Display > Vertex 

Normal Edit Tool). When the vertex normals for a polygon mesh are manually edited they 

become locked or frozen. When you unlock a previously locked vertex normal, Maya 

automatically recalculates the vertex normal for the face based on its default normal 

calculations. 

Select polygon components 

To perform many types of operations on a polygon mesh you must first select the related 

polygon components you want to modify. 

The following table describes techniques for selecting the various types of polygon 

components. 

To... Do this 

Select polygon vertices 
Set the selection type to vertices: 

 -click the polygon mesh and select Vertex from the 
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pop-up menu that appears. 

or 

 If the polygon mesh or other component types are already 
selected you can change the selection type to vertices by 
pressing F9. 

Then: 

 Select the dots that appear where the lines intersect on 
the polygon mesh. 

Select polygon edges 

Set the selection type to edges: 

 -click the polygon mesh and select Edge from the pop-
up menu that appears. 

or 

 If the polygon mesh or other component types are already 
selected you can change the selection type to vertices by 
pressing F10. 

Then: 

 Select the lines on the polygon mesh. 

Select polygon faces 

Set the selection type to faces: 

 -click a region of the polygon mesh and 
select Face from the pop-up menu that appears. 

or 

 If the polygon mesh or other component types are already 
selected you can change the selection type to vertices by 
pressing F11. 

Then: 

 Select the dots in the center of the faces. 

Select polygon vertices, 
edges and faces 

Set the selection type to multi by doing one of the 
following: 

 -click a region of the polygon mesh and 
select Multi from the pop-up menu that appears. 

Then: 

 Select components on the polygon mesh. 

Multi-component selection mode will select vertices, 
edges or faces based on whichever is closest to the 
mouse cursor. 

Select UV texture 
coordinates for a polygon 
mesh 

Set the selection type to UVs: 

 -click a region of the polygon mesh and select UV from 
the pop-up menu that appears. 

or 

 If the polygon mesh or other component types are already 
selected you can change the selection type to vertices by 
pressing F12. 
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Then: 

 Select the dots that appear where the lines intersect on 
the polygon mesh. 

While you can select UVs in the scene view, you must use the UV Editor (UV > UV Editor) if 

you want to view the layout of UVs for your polygon mesh as well as perform other UV 

editing operations. 

You can change an existing selection of polygon components to another component type. 

For example, if you have polygon faces currently selected, you can change the selection so 

the vertices associated with those faces get selected instead.  When you choose a polygon 

action, Maya automatically converts the selection to the component type expected by 

polygon action in most cases. If Maya converts from vertices to edges or faces, or edges to 

faces, the converted selection contains every component that touches the original selection. 

For example, if you select an edge and try to delete vertices, Maya automatically selects the 

two end-vertices of the edge and deletes them. However, if you select those two end-

vertices and try to delete edges, Maya selects all edges that touch either of the two vertices 

and deletes them. 

Booleans 

Booleans (Mesh > Booleans) let you model with polygonal objects. Three boolean 

operations let you combine objects to make shapes that would otherwise be difficult to model 

using other techniques. You can add, subtract, or intersect objects to create a new, complex 

shape. See Combine polygon meshes using booleans. 

Boolean operations rely on the intersection, the shared volume of the two meshes, to 

determine the boolean result. 

 Union = faces of both meshes - faces of the intersection 

 Difference = faces of the first selected mesh - faces of the intersection + faces of the 

second selected mesh that were part of the intersection 
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After performing a boolean operation, the original objects cannot be selected in the scene. 

When construction history is enabled, you can select the objects in the Channel 

Box,Hypergraph, Attribute Editor, or Outliner. Any changes you make to the original objects 

are automatically applied to the new shape. 
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